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 1 

STATEMENT OF FACTS 

 

1. Claimant, Peter Explosive, is a resident of Fairyland and a national of the Republic of 

Eastasia ("Eastasia"). Claimant wholly owns Rocket Bombs Ltd. ("Rocket Bombs"), a 

company located in Oceania for arms production.
1
  

2. Respondent, the Republic of Oceania ("Oceania"), is a member of the United Nations 

("UN"). The Republic of Euroasia ("Euroasia") and the Republic of Eastasia ("Eastasia") 

are also members of the UN.
2
 

3. In the 1990s, Respondent concluded Agreement for the Promotion and Reciprocal 

Protection of Investments respectively with Eastasia (the "Eastasia BIT") and Euroasia 

(the "Euroasia BIT"). Specifically, the Eastasia BIT contains, inter alia, a "clean hands" 

clause whereby investments must be made ''in accordance with the laws and regulations'' 

of the host state.
3
  

4. In February 1998, Claimant acquired shares in Rocket Bombs and became its 100% 

shareholder. At that time, Rocket Bombs was in decrepit and was without environmental 

license to operate its business.
4
 The adjustment process of the production line and the 

administrative procedure to obtain an environmental decision from the National 

Environment Authority (the ''NEA'') of Oceania is very long and time consuming.
5
 

Meanwhile, Claimant lacked the financial resources to adjust the production line.
6
 

5. On 23 July 1998, shortly after a private meeting with the President of the National 

Environment Authority (the ''NEA'') of Oceania, Rocket Bombs obtained an 

environmental license approving the commencement of arms production.
7

 The 

production line was not fully complied with the legal requirements in Oceania until 1 

January 2014.
8
 

6. On 23 December 1998, Claimant and the Euroasia Ministry of the National Defense (the 

''Parties'') concluded a contract for the arms production (the ''Contract''), effective as of 1 

                                                        
1
 Statement of Uncontested Facts (UF), ¶2. 

2
 Procedural Order No 2 (PO 2), Clarification 8. 

3
 Article 1.1 Eastasia BIT. 

4
 UF, ¶3. 

5
 UF, ¶6. 

6
 UF, ¶4. 

7
 UF, ¶6. 

8
 UF, ¶13. 
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January 1999 for a period of fifteen years with a possibility for renewal. On 28 February 

2014, the Parties concluded a new contract, effective of 1 April 2014, for a period of 

another six years.  

7. On 1 November 2013, a referendum in Fairyland, territory of Eastasia, was held and the 

majority decided in favour of secession from Eastasia and reunification with Euroasia,œ 

despite the objection of the national government of Eastasia. On 1 March 2014, the 

armed forces of Euroasia entered the territory of Fairyland, intervening and annexing 

Fairyland to Euroasia. On 23 March 2014, Euroasia officially declared Fairyland a part 

of the Euroasian territory.  

8. On 1 May 2014, the President of Oceania enacted an Executive Order on Blocking 

Property of Persons Contributing to the Situation in the Republic of Eastasia (the 

''Executive Order'').
9

 The Executive Order was introduced in accordance with the 

International Emergency Economic Powers Act 1992 ("IEEP Act").
10

 

9. On 1 February 2015, the President of the NEA was convicted of accepting bribes.
11

 On 5 

May 2015, Claimant was informed that he was under investigation with regard to the 

environmental license obtained on 23 July 1998 for Rocket Bombs.
12

 On 23 June 2015, 

the General Prosecutor's Office officially initiated criminal proceedings against 

Claimant.  

10. On 11 September 2015, Claimant filed a request for arbitration before the ICC against 

Respondent by invoking the dispute resolution provision in the Eastasia BIT. Claimant 

did not have consultation with Respondent nor resort to local remedies prior to initiating 

this arbitration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
9
 UF, ¶16. 

10
 PO 2, Clarification 7. 

11
 UF, ¶13. 

12
 UF, ¶19. 
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ARGUMENTS 

PART ONE: JURISDICTION AND ADMISSIBILITY  
 

I. THE TRIBUNAL HAS JURISDICTION OVER THE PRESENT CASE 

1. Respondent submits that the present Arbitral Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to hear this case, 

and therefore, raises a number of jurisdictional objections. 

 

A. First objection: the jurisdictional requirement of ratione personae is not met 

2. On its request, Claimant relies on the Euroasia BIT by alleging Claimant is now a citizen 

of Euroasia. Conversely, Respondent claims that the Euroasia BIT is not applicable in the 

present case because the jurisdictional requirement ratione personae is not met. Claimant 

does not qualify as an 'investor' within the meaning of Article 1.2 Euroasia BIT.  

 

3. Euroasia BIT, as other investment treaties, defines the Tribunal's jurisdictional field in 

terms of person (ratione personae) by providing that only disputes arising between one of 

the State parties (namely, the host State) and a national of the other State (as defined in 

the treaty) are governed by such Treaty.  

 

4. Although investment treaties are governed by international law, they normally refer back 

to municipal law for the purpose of determining nationality, which is the case here. 

Article 1.2 Euroasia BIT provides the definition of the term 'investor' for the purposes of 

the Treaty. Article 1.2 defines the term 'investor' as any natural or legal person of one 

Contracting Party who invests in the territory of the other Contracting Party''. It further 

clarifies that the term 'natural person' ''shall mean any natural person having the 

nationality of either Contracting Party in accordance with its laws''. 

 

5. Respondent bases this position on two grounds. First, on the basis that (i) the annexation 

of Fairlyland to Euroasia is unlawful, which means that no effects originating from this 

illegal act should take place. Second, on the basis that, even setting apart the assessment 

of the illegality of the annexation, Claimant did not duly acquired Euroasian nationality. 

Conversely, he remains a national of Eastasia. 
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i. The annexation of Fairlyland to Euroasia is unlawful 

6. Under international law, there is no such a thing as a right to unilateral secession. Indeed, 

under exceptional circumstances, international law recognizes the right to self-

determination, but only to be exercised by citizens within a context of existing sovereign 

states and in accordance with the maintenance of the territorial integrity of such states.
13

 

In other words, self-determination is basic a right, but always limited to sovereignty and 

territorial integrity. 

 

7. A right to secession only arises under the principle of self-determination of peoples at 

international law where 'a people' is governed as part of a colonial empire or where 'a 

people is subject to alien subjugation, domination or exploitation.
14

 Therefore, if 

Claimant is to support the secession of Fairyland, he bears the burden to proof it falls 

under one of those two situations. Otherwise, Claimant would fail to proof such situation 

occurred in accordance with international law. 

 

8. Annexation is the political transition of land from the control of one entity to another. In 

international law it is the forcible transition of one state's territory by another State
15

 or 

the legal process by which a city acquires land.
16

 In the present case, the international 

community recognized the annexation of Fairyland when the World War ended in 1918. 

The Peace Treaty of 1918, which was signed by all countries involved in the World War, 

including Euroasia, confirmed the common agreement on the border changes.
17

  

 

9. On that basis, even Claimant is the one who bears the burden to proof the legality of the 

secession; everything suggests that none of these situations give rise to a right to 

unilateral secession under international law in this particular case.  

 

10. On 1 March 2014, Euroasia introduced an amendment to its Citizenship Act, which 

allowed all residents of Fairyland to apply for Euroasian nationality. Although the 

amendment took place before Fairyland's illegal annexation, it was clearly in connection 

of such illegal act, as the reason behind such an amendment was clearly the illegal 

                                                        
13

 Reference Re Secession of Quebec, ¶113 and 122; see The U.N. General Assembly's Declaration. 
14

 Supreme Court of Canada, Reference Re Secession of Quebec, ¶154. 
15

 Hofmann, Rainer. "Annexation". Max Planck Encyclopedia of Public International Law. Oxford University 

Press. 
16

 Rabin, Jack, 47. 
17

 PO No 3, ¶9. 
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secession from Eastasia The timing becomes irrelevant, it remains a consequence derived 

from the illegal act. 

 

11. Respondent submits that the Tribunal should find that no consequences, namely the 

change or acquisition of nationality, could derive from such an illegal act.  

 

12. Moreover, the Tribunal must be aware of the consequences that can derive from 

presuming the legality of this situation. Such scenario would create an unfortunate 

precedent for subsequent similar cases. Potentially, future illegal annexations will 

therefore rely in such ruling. 

 

13. As Fairyland remans part of Eastasia, Claimant continues being a national of Eastasia. 

Therefore, Claimant does not qualify as an 'investor' within the meaning of Article 1.2 

Euroasia BIT.  

 

ii. Claimant is not an investor under Article 1.2 Euroasia BIT 

14. Even if the Tribunal decides not to render an opinion on the matter of secession, 

Respondent submits Claimant remains a national of Eastasia because he does not hold the 

nationality of Euroasia ''in accordance with its laws'', as required by Article 1.2 Euroasia 

BIT. 

 

15. Claimant argues that, as Euroasian authorities recognised Claimant Explosive as a 

national of Euroasia since 23 March 2014,
18

 he is now a Euroasian national and therefore 

is entitled to the protection granted by the Euroasia BIT. However, Claimant's argument 

fails given that the renunciation of Eastasian nationality was not duly performed. 

 

16. The Eastasian Citizenship Law contains that Eastasian citizens may renounce their 

citizenship following the required procedure. An Eastasian citizen, wishing to renounce 

his or her citizenship, must submit a renunciation on the legally prescribed form. The 

renunciation becomes effective upon the acknowledgement of the President of the 

Republic of Eastasia. Even though Claimant sent an electronic e-mail to the Euroasian 

President in which he declared the renunciation of his Eastasian citizenship on 23 March 

                                                        
18

 PO No 2, ¶4. 
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2014, it did not comply with the described formal requirements set out in the Eastasian 

Citizenship Law. Therefore, both in the eyes of Eastasian and Euroasian authorities, 

Claimant remains a national of Eastasia.
19

 

 

17. According to the Citizenship Act of enacted by Euroasia, Euroasian nationals are not 

allowed to possess dual nationality.
20

 This means that, in order to posses Euroasian 

nationality, an applicant must duly renounce his or her previous following the prescribed 

procedure.  

 

18. For the reasons above-mentioned, there is no chance Claimant held Euroasian nationality 

at the time when Claimant filed the request for arbitration before the ICC against 

Respondent. Until now, Claimant has not yet properly renounced to Eastasian citizenship 

and therefore remains an Eastasian national before Eastasian authorities. In any event, 

Claimant may not be considered a national of Euroasia until he duly declines his 

Eastasian nationality. 

 

19. Therefore, there is no way Claimant could have duly acquired Euroasian nationality. As 

Claimant does not hold, and never held, Euroasian nationality ''in accordance with its 

laws'', he does not qualify as an 'investor' within the meaning of Article 1.2 Euroasia BIT. 

As a consequence, the requirement of ratione personae jurisdiction under Euroasia BIT is 

not satisfied.   

 

iii. Alternatively, the investment is to be protected under the Eastasia BIT because 

Claimant held Eastasian nationality at the time when it was made 

20. In a subsidiary way, if the Tribunal finds Claimant duly acquired Euroasian citizenship on 

23 March 2014, and consequently qualifies as an 'investor' within the meaning of Article 

1.2 Euroasia BIT, Respondent submits that Claimant held Eastasian nationality at the 

time when the investment was made and therefore his investment is to be protected by the 

Eastasian BIT. 

 

21. From the wording of Article 1.2, for an investor to be considered as such and, 

consequently, for his investments to be protected, he or she must hold the nationality of 

                                                        
19

 PO No 3, ¶4. 
20

 PO No 3, ¶4. 
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one Contracting Party at the time when the investment is made. Otherwise, such 

investments would not benefit from the BIT protection. The requirement that the investor 

held Euroasian nationality at the time when the investments were made is crucial to 

determine if the investment is protected by the Euroasia BIT and, as a consequence, if this 

Tribunal has jurisdiction on the basis of the Euroasia BIT in the present dispute.
 21

 

 

22. In February 1998, Claimant acquired shares in a decrepit company called Rocket Bombs. 

At that time, Claimant was undisputedly a national of Eastasia
22

 and only acquired 

Euroasian nationality on 23 March 2014, when Euroasian authorities recognized him as 

one of its nationals. 

 

23. Respondent notes that the Claimant did not make any further investments after acquiring 

Euroasian nationality. Therefore, the investment involved in the present dispute is to be 

protected exclusively by the Eastasian BIT. Logically, the situation would be different if 

Claimant had made further investments as of 23 March 2014, when he hipotetically 

acquired Euroasian nationality. 

 

24. Given that Claimant's investment was made when holding Eastasian nationality, such 

investment is no to be protected by the Euroasia BIT. Therefore, Claimant is not entitled 

to bring the present dispute to international arbitration. 

 

B. Second objection: Claimant has not complied with the pre-arbitral requirements set 

forth in Article 9 Euroasia BIT 

25. Even if the Tribunal decides that Claimant qualifies as an investor within the meaning of 

Article 1.2 Euroasia BIT, Article 9 Euroasia BIT contains a three-layered dispute 

resolution system, leaving access to international arbitration as the last resort. Before 

access to international arbitration, Article 9 Euroasia BIT requires the dispute to be 

settled in amicable consultations between the parties. If the dispute cannot be settled 

amicably, it requires investors to submit their dispute to domestic courts for a period of 

24 months before bringing a claim to international arbitration. Respondent submits that 

the second requirement is of a mandatory character and that the present Tribunals lacks 

                                                        
21

 Armas Gruber, Dissenting Opinion of Rodrigo Oreamuno B. on a Matter of Decision, 101. 
22

 UF ¶2. 
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jurisdiction or, otherwise, should find the claims inadmissible because Claimant has not 

complied with it. 

26. Article 9 Euroasia BIT, on its relevant part, reads as follows: 

[…] 

2. If the dispute cannot be settled amicably, it may be submitted to the competent 

judicial or administrative courts of the Contracting Party in whose territory the 

investment is made. 

3. Where, after twenty four months from the date of the notice on the commencement 

of proceedings before the courts mentioned in paragraph 2 above, the dispute between 

an investor and one of the Contracting Parties has not been resolved, it may be 

referred to international arbitration. 

[…] 

 

27. It is commonly agreed in the international arbitration field that the 'general rule of 

interpretation' contained in Article 31 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties 

(''VCLT'') has attained the status of a customary rule of interpretation of public 

international law and therefore must be followed in the interpretative task. According to 

Article 31.1 VCLT, ''[a] treaty shall be interpreted in good faith in accordance with the 

ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the treaty in their context and in the light of 

its object and purpose''. 

 

28. Following such rule of interpretation, Respondent submits that the use of the word 'may' 

is intended to mean that it is not mandatory to submit a dispute to third party adjudication 

but that, if the investor chooses to do so, he must first submit the dispute to domestic 

courts and from then wait for 24 months before bringing it to international arbitration. 

Thus, Claimant is obliged to seek redress from Oceanian domestic courts before 

submitting the dispute to international arbitration, as that is expressly provided for in the 

BIT. 

 

29. It is only when consultations fail that an investor is entitled to submit a dispute to 

international arbitration only if it was first submitted to the competent judicial or 

administrative courts of the country where the investment was made for at least 24 

months. An alternative interpretation would render part of Article 9.3 without purpose 

and effect, contrary to the principle of effect utile, which plays an important role in 

interpreting treaties.
23

 

                                                        
23

 Noble Ventures, ¶50. 
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30. This reasoning is further supported by other decisions arriving at the same conclusion in 

regard to similarly drafted clauses. More precisely, awards rendered by the tribunals in 

the cases Burlington
24

 and Daimler.
25

 

 

31. According to the facts of the case, Claimant did not submit the dispute to the competent 

administrative or judicial bodies, but chose to submit the present dispute directly to 

international arbitration on 11 September 2015.
26

 Therefore, it cannot be deemed to have 

complied with the double condition set out in Article 9.3 Euroasia BIT with respect to its 

consent to international arbitration and this claim must be rejected. 

 

32. In sum, Respondent submits that Claimant is bound to abide by the pre-arbitral steps set 

forth in Article 9 Euroasia BIT and that the present Tribunal has no jurisdiction until they 

are fulfilled. 

 

C. Third objection: Claimant may not rely upon Article 3 (''MFN Clause'') for the 

purpose of avoiding the mandatory requirements set forth in Article 9 Eurosia BIT 

33. On 11 September 2015, the present dispute was submitted pursuant to Article 8 Eastasia 

BIT. Claimant relied on this provision by virtue of Article 3 (''MFN Clause'') Euroasia 

BIT. Under the MFN Clause, Claimant seeks a better treatment accorded to other 

investors from other countries contained in another BIT. 

 

34. Respondent submits that Claimant may not rely upon Article 3 (''MFN Clause'') for the 

purpose of avoiding the mandatory requirements of Article 9 Eurosia BIT on three 

grounds: Article 9.3 is an essential clause of the BIT (i), Claimant's interpretation does 

not give proper effect to the terms of the MFN clause (ii) and resorting to domestic courts 

cannot be deemed as unfavourable for investors (iii). 

 

 

i. Article 9.3 is an essential clause of the BIT 

                                                        
24

 Burlington, ¶315. 
25

 Daimler, ¶192-194. 
26

 Request for Arbitration. 
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35. Consent governs the jurisdiction of international courts and tribunals. On the basis of that 

premise, Respondent submits that any tribunal's jurisdiction finds its roots in the relevant 

investment agreement regulating the basis on which the respondent party has consented to 

the exercise of jurisdiction by the tribunal.  

 

36. The fulfilment of the stipulated conditions by the claimant is crucial for the jurisdiction 

exercise over a specific dispute, which means that the jurisdiction of a tribunal is 

subjected upon those conditions. In other words, Article 9 Euroasia BIT provides for a 

conditional consent to international arbitration.
27

 Based on that, an MFN clause cannot be 

used to mutate the basis for exercising jurisdiction. Claimant, as a private investor, should 

not be allowed to remodel the negotiated 'package' by arbitrarily picking parts from BITs 

negotiated by Oceania. Several Tribunals have supported this view, such as in the ICSID 

cases Berschader,
28

 Salini,
29

 Plama,
30

 Telenor,
31

 and Wintershall.
32

 

 

ii. Claimant's interpretation does not give proper effect to the terms of the MFN clause 

37. The scope of the treatment that can be claimed is to be determined on a case-by-case 

basis. In the words of the ILC, ''the question of the scope of MFN provisions in any given 

bilateral investment treaty is a matter of interpretation of that particular treaty''.
33

 Such 

clauses must be interpreted just as any other treaty provision, that is, in accordance with 

the general rules of interpretation set out in Articles 31 and 32 VCLT.
34

 

 

38. Article 3 (''MFN Clause'') Euroasia BIT, on its relevant part, contains the following: 

''1. Each Contracting Party shall, within its own territory, accord to investments made 

by investors of the other Contracting Party, to the income and activities related to such 

investments and to such other investment matters regulated by this Agreement, a 

treatment that is no less favourable than that accorded to its own investors or investors 

from third-party countries.'' 

 

39. Substantive rights and procedural rights are different in international law. Unlike 

domestic law, a substantive right does not automatically carry with it a procedural right to 

                                                        
27

 ICS, ¶278. 
28

 Berschader, ¶183-208. 
29

 Salini, ¶116-119. 
30

 Plama Consortium Limited v. The Republic of Bulgaria, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/24 (''Plama''), 

Decision on Jurisdiction, 8 February 2005, ¶183-227. 
31

 Telenor, ¶83-161. 
32

 Wintershall, ¶161-168. 
33

 ILC Report, 161. 
34

 Austrian Airlines, ¶95 and Suez, ¶54 and 64. 
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compel enforcement.
35

 As there is a lack of a default forum for the presentation of claims 

under international law, the right to compel adjudication requires an additional 

acceptance of the jurisdiction of the adjudicating Tribunal.
36

 Such acceptance if found in 

dispute settlement clauses, namely Article 9 Euroasia BIT.  

 

40. It is submitted that international arbitration is a dispute settlement procedure, and not a 

'treatment' provided to Claimant as an investor. It is submitted that 'treatment' only refers 

to substantive provisions of the BIT. 

 

41. In the light of the ejusdem generis principle, an MFN commitment applies only to 

'treatment' that is in the same category as the treatment granted to the third State. 

According to Article 3.1 Euroasia BIT, ''investments made by investors of the other 

Contracting Party, to the income and activities related to such investments'' and to ''other 

investment matters regulated by this Agreement'' are subjected to the MFN clause. 

 

42. The dispute settlement procedure contained in Article 9 is not part of the category 

''activities related to such investments'', either part of ''investment matters''. Arguing that 

the wider term ''other investment matters regulated by this Agreement'' encompasses any 

other matter regulated in the BIT, Article 9 among others, would be reduced to 

redundancy or futility, being that contrary to the effet utile principle. If the signatories 

indeed wanted to refer to such a wide category, they would have used simply the term 

'matters'. 

 

iii. Resorting to domestic Oceanian courts cannot be deemed as unfavourable for investors 

43. According to the wording used in Article 3.1, host States shall grant ''a treatment that is 

no less favourable than that accorded to its own investors or investors from third-party 

countries''. Therefore, even if the Tribunal considers the MFN is applicable to the 

procedural rights contained in Article 9, Claimant bears the burden of showing it 

constitutes a better treatment than the one provided under the Euroasia BIT. 

 

44. There is no evidence showing that Claimant has been deprived of submitting the present 

dispute to Oceanian domestic courts or procedural safeguards. Therefore, Claimant can 

                                                        
35

 Campbell MacLachlan, Laurence Shore and Matthew Weiniger, ¶7.168. 
36

 ICS, ¶281-2. 
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hardly argue the Eastasian BIT accords a better treatment that the Euroasian BIT in terms 

of dispute settlement procedures.  

 

D. Fourth objection: Article 1.1 Euroasia BIT ('Clean-hands Clause') prevents Claimant 

from enjoying protection, since he breached Oceanian domestic laws 

45. Even if the Tribunal decides that the MFN Clause contained in the Euroasia BIT can be 

invoked to access the dispute resolution provision of the Eastasia BIT, Respondent 

submits that Article 1.1 ('Clean-hands Clause') prevents Claimant's investment to enjoy 

protection, since he breached Oceanian domestic laws. More precisely, the circumstances 

in which Claimant secured the environmental license, especially his private meeting with 

the President of the National Environment Authority of Oceania, cast a serious shadow 

over the legality of the investment. 

 

46. According to Article 1.1 Eastasia BIT, only those investments made ''in accordance with 

the laws and regulations'' of the host-State are protected. Such Article is a manifestation 

of the clean-hands doctrine. Ultimately, the main aim of such provision is ''to prevent the 

Bilateral Treaty from protecting investments that should not be protected, particularly 

because they would be illegal''.
37

 

 

47. Back in 1998, Claimant lacked the financial resources to finance the adjustment of 

Rocket Bombs' production line as required by the Oceanian regulation in order to obtain 

the environmental license necessary for arms production operations 

 

48. For that reason, he turned to the Ministry of Environment of Oceania and requested a 

subsidy for the purchase of the environmental-friendly technology. However, such 

subsidy was not finally conceded. Apart from being expensive, acquiring the 

environmental license is very long and time consuming, that is why Claimant managed to 

have a private meeting with the President of the National Environment Authority of 

Oceania. On 23 July 1998, the National Environment Authority issued an environmental 

license approving the commencement of arms production by Rocket Bombs. However, 

                                                        
37

 Salini, ¶204. 
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the production line fully complied with the legal requirements in Oceania by 1 January 

2014.
38

 

 

49. In order to obtain an environmental license approving the commencement of arms 

production, an arms producer in Oceania must fulfil a number of conditions under its 

Environment Act 1996.
39

 Managing to fulfil such conditions is expensive and time-

consuming. However, Claimant obtained such license in one month even if it is the 

production line fully complied with the legal requirements in Oceania by 1 January 

2014.
40

 This means that, during almost fifteen years, Claimant has been producing arms 

without complying with the legal requirements to obtain the license. Conversely, 

Claimant managed to obtain on the fringes of the law by allegedly bribing the NEA 

President.  

 

50. On 1 February 2015, the President of the NEA, along with other officials, was convicted 

of accepting bribes. Subsequently, more investigations were initiated against people who 

bribed the NEA President and other officials. After Claimant was under investigation, the 

evidence found satisfied the General Prosecutor's Office to establish a prima facie case, 

meaning that sufficient corroborating evidence appears to exist to support Claimant 

engaged in corruption. Consequently, on 23 June 2015, criminal proceedings were 

formally initiated against Claimant.
41

 

 

51. An investor coming to international arbitration with unclean hands is not entitled to claim 

legal protection under the BIT. However, everything suggests that in the present case 

Claimant made profit from an illegal investment during almost fifteen years. 

 

52. In view of this situation, Respondent submits that, as there is enough evidence for a prima 

facie case, there are sufficient reasons to believe that the present investment was not made 

''in accordance with the laws and regulations'' of Oceania.  As a result, the Tribunal 

should determine that it has no jurisdiction over the present dispute or, alternatively, that 

it is not admissible, because Claimant's investment does not meet the BIT's requirement 

of legality. 

                                                        
38
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40
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PART TWO: MERITS 

 

II. THE SUBSTANTIVE PROTECTION OF THE EUROASIA BIT CANNOT APPLY TO AN 

INVESTMENT MADE CONTRARY TO LAW. 

53. In the case the Tribunal determines that Article 1.2 Eastasia BIT does not apply in the 

present case, Respondent submits that, even if Euroasia BIT not contain an "in 

accordance with the law" provision, the Tribunal should consider there is a general 

principle of law that nonetheless requires a consideration of the investment's compliance 

with the law at the merits phase.
42

 

 

54. In Plama, the Tribunal noted that although if the Energy Charter Treaty (''ECT'') does not 

contain a specific provision requiring investments to be made in accordance with a given 

law, this does not mean that the protection granted by the ECT would apply to ''all kinds 

of investments, including those contrary to domestic or international law''.
43

 The Tribunal 

further argued that, given the ECT was designed to be applied and interpreted in line with 

"generally recognized rules and principles of observance, application and interpretation of 

treaties''.
44

  

55. The lack of a 'Clean-hands Clause' did not preclude the tribunal from ruling over the 

legality of the investment in assessing the admissibility of the Claimant's contentions 

concerning the investment at issue. More importantly, the Plama Tribunal assessed the 

legality of the investment, no only under domestic law, but also under international law. It 

did so, because the applicable substantive law included international law.
45

 

56. Claimant's misrepresentation in obtaining an approval for the purchase of a Bulgarian 

entity had adverse effects. The Plama Tribunal determined that protecting an investment 

that was obtained through deceptive and fraudulent misrepresentation would violate the 

principle of good faith,
46

 the principle of nemo auditur propriam turpitudinem allegans,
47

 

                                                        
42

 Statute of the International Court of Justice, Article 38.1.c). See also Bin Cheng; . See also Hulley, ¶435 and 

Veteran Petroleum, ¶228, 

492; Yukos Universal, PCA Case No. AA 227, 1 436. 
43

 Plama, ¶138. 
44

 Ibid. 
45

 ECT, supra note 5, Article 26.6. 
46
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47
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public policy principles,
48

 and the prohibition of unlawful enrichment.
49

 As such, the 

substantive protection granted by the ETC could not apply to the investment. 

57. The approach of the Plama Tribunal is consistent with the 'Clean-hands' doctrine a 

general principle of law applicable in every case. By following the same line or 

argumentation, in Alasdair the Tribunal ruled that the expectation that investors should 

exercise due diligence to ensure their investment's compliance with the law is not an 

onerous or unreasonable requirement.
50

 

58. In Hamester, the Tribunal ruled that, irrespective of the wording of the treaty,  

[A]n investment will not be protected if it has been created in violation of national or 

international principles of good faith; by way of corruption, fraud, or deceitful 

conduct; [] if its creation itself constitutes a misuse of the system of international 

investment protection under the ICSID [International Centre for the Settlement of 

Investment Disputes] Convention[;] [or] if it is made in violation of the host State's 

law.
51

 

 

59. Similarly to the Plama case, Euroasia BIT shall be applied in accordance with the 

''applicable principles of international law''. Such referral is found in Article 9.7 Euroasia 

BIT, which reads as follows: 

The arbitral tribunal shall decide the dispute in accordance with the laws of the 

Contracting Party involved in the dispute – including its rules on conflict of laws, the 

provisions of this Agreement, the terms of any possible specific agreement concluded 

in relation to the investment as well as with the applicable principles of 

international law. (Emphasis added) 

 

60. It is understood that the ''person who comes to equity must do equity and that the person 

who comes to equity must come with clean hands. The conduct of the claimant is central 

to the application of equitable principles''.
52

 This quotation adequately mirrors the 

principle of good faith, which is considered as one of the cornerstones of any legal 

system. It is inherent in the very concept of the law.
53

  

 

                                                        
48

 Ibid, ¶245-52. 
49
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50
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61. As explained in detail in paras. 41-43, sufficient evidence exists to believe that Claimant 

did not act in good faith. Claimant knowingly obtained the environmental license without 

complying the requirements contained therein, which allowed him to run the arms 

business and to become one of the largest arms producers in Oceania. What is worse, he 

was the one who promoted that by meeting the NEA President. 

 

62. For that reason, Respondent submits that the Tribunal should find that by bringing the 

present case to international arbitration the Claimant breached the principle of good faith 

under international law. As a consequence, the Tribunal should rule Claimant's 

investment is not permitted to enjoy any BIT protection. 
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III. CLAIMANT FAILED TO PROVE THAT THE EXECUTIVE ORDER TANTAMOUNT TO 

EXPROPRIATION 

63. Respondent submits that Claimant failed to demonstrate that the Executive Order 

tantamount to expropriation, because of the following reasons. First, Claimant retains 

ownership of Rocket Bombs and his shares (A). Second, Claimant did not establish that 

his investment, as a whole, has suffered substantial deprivation (B), nor that the measure 

is permanent (C). Moreover, Claimant failed to substantiate with facts and reasoning that 

the measure benefited Respondent (D). Last but not least, Claimant failed to prove that 

his expectations have been frustrated (E). 

A. Claimant retains ownership of Rocket Bombs and his shares 

64. In Azurix v. Argentina, the tribunal found the impact on the investment attributable to the 

Province's action was not to the extent required to find that, in the aggregate, amounted to 

an expropriation. This is because Azurix ''did not lose the attributes of ownership'' and at 

all times ''continued to control'' its investment ABA. In fact, its ownership of 90% of the 

shares was unaffected.
54

 The tribunal also noted that the fact that the management of 

ABA was affected by the Province's actions was not sufficient for the tribunal to find that 

Azurix's investment was expropriated.
55

 

65. In the present case, Claimant retains ownership of Rocket Bombs before and after the 

Executive Order.
56

 In addition to being 100% shareholder, Claimant is also the president 

and sole member of the board of directors of the company.
57

 No indications in the facts 

suggesting Claimant lost part of his ownership or control of his company. Even in Azurix 

v. Argentina, where there were only 90% of the shares remained in the hands of the 

investor, and the management was affected, the tribunal found such circumstances 

insufficient to amount to an expropriation. In the case at hand, where Claimant retains full 

ownership and control of his investment, the tribunal should follow the reasoning of 

Azurix v. Argentina, finding in favour of Respondent. 
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B. Claimant failed to establish that his investment, as a whole has suffered 

substantial deprivation 

66. To begin with, Respondent submits that the tribunal should adopt a holistic approach in 

assessing substantial deprivation. This is well-supported by Telenor v. Hungary, where 

the tribunal considered that the investment ''must be viewed as a whole'' in order to 

determine whether the investment has suffered substantial erosion of value.
58

  

67. Substantial deprivation has been the threshold for identifying indirect expropriation 

according to previous cases.
59

 The question is to what extent the deprivation of 

investment rights is considered ''substantial'' and in particular in this case, whether 

adverse effect on the conduct of business amounts to indirect expropriation.  

68. This question was answered in Sempara Energy International v. The Argentine Republic, 

where the tribunal found the mere adverse effect on the conduct of the business 

concerned is not sufficient to establish indirect expropriation. Instead, it noted that the 

finding of indirect expropriation would require ''more than adverse effects''.
60

 

Specifically, it entails that the investor ''no longer be in control of its business operation, 

or that the value of the business have been virtually annihilated''.
61

 This is not the case in 

the present dispute. 

69. In the present case, the Executive Order restricted to some extent the operation of 

Claimant's business for the time being, resulting in an adverse effect on the conduct of his 

business. However, mere adverse effect is not enough. Taking a holistic view of the 

whole investment at issue, it is not honest by saying that Claimant no longer controls the 

business operation, or that the value of the whole investment, including the production 

line and other properties, had become virtually annihilated. Failing to establish his 

investment as a whole has suffered from substantive deprivation, the Claimant's request 

should be dismissed by the tribunal.  
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C. Claimant failed to demonstrate that the measure is permanent 

70. In order to identify indirect expropriation, the effects of the measure on the investment 

must be permanent in nature. In LG&E v. Argentina, the tribunal refused to found that the 

Argentina's measures constitute expropriation, for the reason excerpted below: 

''[t]he effect of the Argentine State's actions has not been permanent on the value of 

the Claimants' shares', and Claimants' investment has not ceased to exist. Without a 

permanent, severe deprivation of LG&E's rights with regard to its investment, or 

almost complete deprivation of the value of LG&E's investment, the Tribunal 

concludes that these circumstances do not constitute expropriation.''
62

 (Emphasis 

added) 

71. Such reason was followed by subsequent tribunals. For instance, in Suez et al. v. 

Argentina, the tribunal recognized that in order to identify indirect expropriation, one has 

to assess whether the measures at issue effected a substantial and permanent deprivation 

of the Claimants' investments.
63

 

72. In the present case, the Executive Order was adopted as an emergency measure in 

response to the outrage of international community as well as the unusual and 

extraordinary threat to the international and Oceanian national security caused by 

Euroasia's military actions.
64

 Emergency measure per se is not permanent in nature, and 

should be distinguished from irreversible regulatory changes. It is not unwarranted to say, 

that when the reason for such emergency measure ceases to exist, the measure would 

expire as a natural result. 

D. Claimant failed to demonstrate that the measure benefited Respondent 

73. Even if the tribunal finds that the temporary emergency measure had the effect of 

depriving Claimant of his property rights, such action would not amount to indirect 

expropriation. 

74. In Lauder v. Czech Republic, the tribunal found the measure at issue did not amount to an 

appropriation or the equivalent, because ''it did not benefit the Czech Republic or any 

person or entity related thereto''.
65

 In the present case, there is no indication in the facts 

that Respondent benefited from blocking Claimant's property. Rather, the investment 
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remained intact in the hands of Claimant.
66

 Therefore, in the absence of benefits received 

by Respondent, the tribunal should dismiss the claim regarding expropriation.  

E. Claimant failed to prove that his expectations have been frustrated  

75. Further, Respondent submits that Claimant failed to demonstrate that his expectations 

have been frustrated, because he cannot reasonably expect that the circumstances 

prevailing at the time of the investment was made remain entirely unchanged (i), and that 

IEEP Act was already part of Respondent's legal framework in 1998 (ii). 

i. Claimant cannot reasonably expect that the circumstances prevailing at the time of the 

investment was made remain entirely unchanged 

76. In Saluka v. Czech Republic, the tribunal noted that ''no investor may reasonably expect 

that the circumstances prevailing at the time the investment is made remain totally 

unchanged.''
67

 The threshold for investor's expectation is reasonableness.
68

 

77. In order to determine whether frustration of the foreign investor's expectations was 

justified and reasonable, the ''host State's legitimate right subsequently to regulate 

domestic matters in the public interest'' must be taken into consideration.
69

 The ''high 

measure of deference that international law generally extends to the right of domestic 

authorities to regulate matters within their own borders'' was also considered by the S.D. 

Myers tribunal, in determining a similar matter as in this case.
70

 

78. In the present case, it is not entirely unforeseeable that Respondent exercises its 

legitimate right in response to the unusual and extraordinary threat to Oceania's national 

security and foreign policy. In addition, Claimant operates his business in the arms 

industry, which is traditionally political sensitive and highly regulated sector. By entering 

into the industry, Claimant assumes the risks that are embedded in this particular sector.  

79. Respondent submits that Claimant failed to justify the reasonableness of his expectation 

and such expectation is not under the protection of Euroasia BIT. 
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ii.  IEEP Act was already part of Respondent's legal framework since 1992 

80. According to BG Group v. Argentina, the duties of the host State must be examined in the 

light of the ''legal and business framework'' as represented to the investor at the time the 

investment was made.
71

 In addition, in order to adapt to changing economic, political and 

legal circumstances the State remains regulatory power. 

81. In the present case, the investment was made in 1998,
72

 by which time the IEEP Act was 

already part of Respondent's legal framework since 1992. The IEEP Act authorizes the 

Oceanian president to ''declare the existence of an unusual and extraordinary threat to, 

among others, national and/ or international security which in whole or substantial part 

originates outside the Republic of Oceania''.
73

 Moreover, the president is vested with the 

power to block transactions and freeze assets to cope with the threat.
74

  

82. Therefore, Claimant, by the time of making the decision to invest in Oceania, was fully 

informed with the possible blocking of property by the president under emergency 

situations, especially given the particular characteristic of the arms industry. It is not 

unwarranted to say that the Claimant failed to demonstrate that his expectation was 

frustrated in this case. 

IV. CLAIMANT FAILED TO ESTABLISH THAT THE ALLEGED EXPROPRIATION IS UNLAWFUL 

83. Even if the Tribunal finds that the measure tantamount to expropriation, Claimant failed 

to establish that the alleged expropriation is unlawful, by challenging any of the three 

elements of legality, namely public purpose (A), non-discriminatory (B) and due process 

(C). Respondent submits that the alleged expropriation is for public purpose, on non-

discriminatory basis, and in compliance with due process of law.  

A. The Executive Order is for public purpose, as essential security interest of the 

Respondent precludes its obligations under the Euroasia BIT 

84. Article 10 of the Euroasia BIT (''Essential Security Interest'') reads as follows:  

'Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed to prevent either Contracting Party from taking 

measures to fulfil its obligations with respect to the maintenance of international peace or 

security'. 
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85. The requirement of necessity in BITs 'allows [Contracting Parties] a subjective appraisal 

of what kind of measure they consider appropriate, as long as it is directed towards the 

protection of national security'. In this regards, 'it comes very close to a self-judging 

clause. Only in extreme cases will an arbitral tribunal conclude that the host country 

measure has no relation whatsoever to the national security interests of a party'
75

. 

86. In a similar vein, in Ireland v. United Kingdom the Court stated that:  

''It falls in the first place to each Contracting State, with its responsibility for 'the life 

of [its] nation', to determine whether that life is threatened by a 'public emergency' 

and, if so, how far it is necessary to go in attempting to overcome the emergency. By 

reason of their direct and continuous contact with the pressing needs of the moment, 

the national authorities are in principle in a better position than the international judge 

to decide both on the presence of such an emergency and on the nature and scope of 

derogations necessary to avert it.''76 

87. As to the specific concept of public purpose, international law has traditionally left it to 

each sovereign State to decide for itself what it considers useful or necessary for the 

public good. In the case James and Others v. United Kingdom, the Court held that: 

"The Court, finding it natural that the margin of appreciation available to the legislature in 

implementing social and economic policies should be a wide one, will respect the legislature's 

judgement as to what is 'in the public interest' unless that judgment be manifestly without 

reasonable foundation." 
77

 

88. As to the margin of appreciation that that must be granted to the Respondent, in Goetz v. 

Burundi the Tribunal found that, 'in the absence of error of law or fact, a manifest error of 

appreciation or of usurpation of power, the Tribunal cannot substitute its own judgement 

for the discretionary judgement of the Respondent'
78

. 

89. Strong deference has been given to States by international tribunals and courts as to 

whether an expropriation is motivated by a public purpose. That is to say, States should 

be accorded a wide margin of appreciation in this respect, since it has been recognized 

that it is for national authorities to make the initial assessment of the existence of a public 

concern.
79

 

90. In the present case, the Respondent exercised its sovereign powers with the view of 

achieving the legitimate public purpose of national security contemplated in Article 10 of 
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the Euroasia BIT. The public concern at issue is the military intervention of other 

sovereign State's domestic politics and the subsequent instability produced by in respect 

to the international community as a whole. In this sense, Respondent enacted the 

Executive Order, punishing those who contributed to such situation. 

B. The Executive Order is applied on a non-discriminatory basis 

91. Respondent submits that Claimant did not meet the burden of proof to demonstrate that 

the Executive Order is applied on a discriminatory basis. Rather, Claimant overlooked the 

facts that the Executive Order does not target at Euroaisan nationals (i) or at Claimant's 

sectors (ii).  

i. The Executive Order does not target at Euroasian nationals  

92. Tribunals have found the violation of non-discriminatory requirement when a State has 

discriminated against foreign nationals on the basis of their nationality.
80

 In GAMI 

Investments v. Mexico, the tribunal found that the Mexican government expropriated a 

number of sugar mills owned by a Mexican company with foreign participation not to be 

discriminatory, because the expropriations were not taken because of the origin of the 

investment. 

93. In the present case, Claimant failed to demonstrate that the reason for his investment to be 

subject to the Executive Order is because of his nationality. Rather, all available facts 

indicate that the measure at issue applies to persons contributing to the situation of 

Eastasia regardless of the person's nationality.  

ii. The Executive Order does not target at Claimant's sector  

94. The measure at issue applies to sectors in addition to arms production services. All 

companies that operated in the targeted sectors, including financial services, energy, 

metals and mining,
81

 etc., are subject to the Executive Order.
82

  

95. The persons subjecting to the Executive Order are regarded as persons in ''like 

circumstances'' in the context of international investment law. Specifically, in assessing 
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whether they are in "like circumstances", significant weight was given by tribunals to the 

legal regimes applicable to particular entities.
83

  

96. In the present case, the legal regime applicable is the Executive Order. Since all persons 

contributing to the situation of Eastasia are subject to the sanctions imposed by the 

Executive Order, it is therefore not unwarranted to say that the measure was applied in a 

non-discriminative manner to persons in like circumstances. 

C.  The Executive Order is in compliance with due process of law 

97. In ADC v. Hungary, the tribunal found that due process of law, in the expropriation 

context, demands ''an actual and substantive legal procedural'' for a foreign investor to 

raise its claims against the depriving actions already taken or about to be taken against 

it.
84

 Basic legal mechanisms include reasonable advance notice, a fair hearing and an 

unbiased and impartial adjudicator to assess the actions in dispute.
85

 

98. However, not all expropriation entails prior notice, especially when an expropriation 

measure in taken in circumstances of imminent necessity or emergency (i). The due 

process requirement should be deemed fulfilled as long as the expropriation is carried out 

in accordance with domestic law (ii), in a non-arbitrary manner (iii), and with an 

opportunity for the investor to have the measure reviewed (iv).
86

  

i. No prior notice is required under in circumstances of imminent necessity or 

emergency 

99. The need to give a prior notice of the expropriation as part of the due process requirement 

is not well established. Prior notice is not necessarily a requirement, especially when the 

measure is taken in ''circumstances of imminent necessity or emergency''.
87

 

100. In the present case, the actions and policies of Euroasia took place in a rapid manner. 

On 1 March 2014, the armed forces of Euroasia entered the territory of Fairyland.
88

 On 23 

March 2014, Euroasia officially and unilaterally declared Fairland a part of the Euroasian 
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territory.
89

 Immediately after, Eastasia declared the annexation to be illegal and broke off 

diplomatic relations with Euroasia. 

101. At the same time, Oceania, along with other countries in the international community 

were outraged about the annexation and use of force in the territory of a sovereign 

country. In light of the blunt violation of public international law to the detriment of 

Eastasian essential interests, inter alia, peace, security, stability, sovereignty and 

territorial integrity,
90

 and taking into consideration of the unusual and extraordinary threat 

to Oceania's national security and foreign policy, it is not unwarranted to say that the 

Executive Order was enacted in emergency circumstances. Therefore, applying the 

reasoning above, Respondent is not required to give prior notice before enacting the 

Executive Order. 

ii. The alleged expropriation is in compliance with domestic law 

102. Whether the alleged expropriation, i.e. the Executive Order is in compliance with 

domestic law is a question of facts, and should be examined pursuant to the available 

facts regarding Oceanian domestic law.  

103. First, it is clear in Procedural Order No 2 (PO 2) that the Executive Order was 

prepared and published in accordance with Oceanian law.
91

 Second, it is stated in the 

Executive Order that the measure was enacted by the Oceanian president. To further 

clarify, the Oceanian president was competent to introduce the measure at issue on the 

basis of the IEEP Act.
92

 

104. In case Claimant argues that a hearing should be held before the expropriation, 

Respondent submits that Claimant failed to substantiate such argument with legal basis 

presented in available facts, and his argument on hearing should be disregarded by the 

tribunal. 

105. As such, Claimant failed to meet the burden of proof that Respondent's measure did 

not comply with due process of law. Rather, Respondent submits that all available facts 

suggested that the Executive Order was in compliance with due process of law. 
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iii. The measure is free from arbitrariness, as it is not manifestly impropriate nor entirely 

surprising in the context they took place in 

106. In Enron v. Argentina, the tribunal recognized that it is not in the position of the 

tribunal to judge whether the measure is good or bad.
93

 Rather, the tribunal found that a 

measure is not arbitrary if it is ''what the Government believed and understood was the 

best response to the unfolding crisis''.
94

 In order to find arbitrariness, ''manifest 

impropriety of the measure'' is required.
95

 That is to say, although the measure might be 

far from desirable, it should not be ''entirely surprising in the context it took place''.
96

 

107. Moreover, the International Court of Justice (ICJ) defined arbitrariness as ''a wilful 

disregard of due process of law, an act which shocks, or at least surprises, a sense of 

juridical propriety''.
97

 Respondent submits that the alleged expropriation by means of the 

Executive Order is in compliance with due process of law and does not ''surprise'' a sense 

of juridical propriety. 

108. In the present case, whether the Executive Order would be a ''surprise'' depends upon 

Oceania's stand in response to the situation in Eastasia and whether such stand is made 

publicly known. It is undisputed that Oceania was part of the international community 

that were outraged about the use of military force by Euroasia in the territory of Eastasia.
 

98
 The question then becomes if such outraged attitude is made publicly known. 

109. The transparency of Oceania's intention is well-substantiated by the facts of this case. 

First, Oceania, along with other countries against the annexation and use of force, 

declared that the annexation was unlawful under public international law.
99

 In addition, 

the media reported, though citing unnamed sources, on the preparation of the Executive 

Order before it was actually published and entered into force.
100

 As a result, it is not 

unreasonable to conclude that the Executive Order was not surprising, but rather a natural 

and expected outcome of Oceania's response to the threat to international righteousness 

and national security and foreign policy. 
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iv. Claimant has the opportunity to have the measure reviewed 

110. There are many ways of review the measure, including challenging the measure in 

front of Oceanian domestic court and international tribunal. Claimant was not prohibited 

to bring a case in either adjudicating body, and was even offered the opportunity to 

subject to the Executive Order to reconsideration proceedings under administrative 

procedures.
101

 

111. First, recourses to the measure at issue are available are available in the domestic 

level. Claimant may choose to challenge the measure in front of the Oceanian 

Constitutional Tribunal (OCT), who enjoys the right to set aside any legal act, including 

an executive order, if it finds it unconstitutional.
102

 

112. Moreover, Claimant was offered the opportunity to initiate reconsideration 

proceedings in accordance with relevant provisions of the Oceanian Code of 

Administrative Procedure (the ''Administrative Procedure'').
103

 Specifically, the 

Administrative Procedure governs any administrative decisions, including the decision on 

the imposition of sanctions.
104

 Claimant is entitled to submit a request for reconsideration 

to the Oceanian President, i.e. the authority which issued the original decision in the 

present case. 

113. In addition to domestic means of remedies, recourse to international tribunal was also 

made available to Claimant. The on-going proceeding of the case in front of this tribunal 

is a perfect example of having the measure reviewed. Therefore, in the absence of 

sufficient evidence indicating that Claimant was deprived of the opportunities to have the 

measure at issue reviewed, the tribunal should find in favour of Respondent in this matter. 

V.   IN ANY EVENT, RESPONDENT IS EXEMPTED UNDER CUSTOMARY INTERNATIONAL LAW 

A. The Executive Order constitutes a countermeasure against a breach by Euroasia of 

an obligation 'erga omnes' 

 

114. United Nations General Assembly Res. 56/83 (2001) contains, in its Annex, the 

Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts prepared by the 
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International Law Commission.  Euroasia, Eastasia and Oceania, the three of them, are 

State Members of the United Nations.    

115. Chapter VII of the United Nations Security Council provides that it is the Security 

Council who 'shall determine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, 

or act of aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall be 

taken in accordance with Articles 41 and 42, to maintain or restore international peace 

and security'
105

. 

116. In the present case, the use of force by Euroasia a military intervention of Fairyland 

was not authorized by the Security Council of United Nations. This illegal use of force by 

Euroasia, jointly with its illegal act of annexation of Fairyland, constitutes a breach of an 

obligation erga omnes. These obligations are embedded in Article 48.1(b) of the Articles 

on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts that refers to 'obligations 

owed to the international community as whole'.
106

 

117. In Barcelona Traction, the Tribunal found that 'an essential distinction should be 

drawn between the obligations of a State towards the international community as a whole, 

and those arising vis-à-vis another State in the field of diplomatic protection. By their 

very nature the former are the concern of all States. In view of the importance of the 

rights involved, all States can be held to have a legal interest in their protection; they are 

obligations erga omnes'
107

. 

118. Pursuant to the Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts, 

each State is entitled, as a member of the international community as a whole, to invoke 

the responsibility of another State for breaches of such obligations
108

. States not 

individually injured have asserted and exercised a right to take countermeasures in a 

variety of instances (…) In the light of this evidence, it seems justified to conclude that 

present-day international law recognises a right of all States, irrespective of individual 

injury, to take countermeasures in response to large-scale or systematic breaches of 

obligations erga omnes
109

.. 
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119. In that connection, Article 54 of the Draft Articles on Responsibility of States the 

provides as follows: 

This chapter does not prejudice the right of any State, entitled under article 48, paragraph 1, to 

invoke the responsibility of another State, to take lawful measures against that State to ensure 

cessation of the breach and reparation in the interest of the injured State or of the beneficiaries 

of the obligation breached. 

 

120. All States could take countermeasures in the case of serious erga omnes breaches 

(article 54, para. 2). Especially the latter provision had been very controversial, but 

eventually met with a 'significant level of approval'.
 110

 As a matter of example, in United 

States – Uganda, the United States Congress adopted legislation prohibiting exports of 

goods and technology to, and all import form, Uganda.
111

 The argument was that 'the 

Government of Uganda…has committed genocide against Ugandans and that 'the United 

States should take steps to dissociate itself from any foreign government which engages 

in the international crime of genocide'.
 112

 

121. Respondent submits that the Executive Order was a lawful measure taken by the State 

of Oceania under the article abovementioned in face of a an illegal act that 'undermine 

democratic processes and institutions in the Republic of Eastasia; threaten its peace, 

security, stability, sovereignty, and territorial integrity'.
 113

 

B. Respondent is precluded from its obligation of compensation 

122. In LG & E v. Argentina, the Tribunal ruled that neither Article 27 of ILC's Draft 

Articles nor Article XI of the Treaty specify if any compensation is payable to the party 

affected by losses during the state of necessity.  'The Tribunal has decided that the 

damages suffered during the state of necessity should be borne by the investor'.
114

 

123. Following this reasoning, the damages suffered by the Claimant during the period in 

which the Executive Order has been in force should be borne by him. As in the case 

above mentioned, neither Article 27 of ILC's Draft nor Article 10 (''Essential Security 

Interest'') specify if any compensation is payable to the party affect by losses during the 

state of necessity. 
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VI. THE CLAIMANT CONTRIBUTED TO THE DAMAGE SUFFERED BY ITS INVESTMENT 

A. The doctrine of ´contributory fault´ applies in the present case 

124. In case the Tribunal finds that Respondent has expropriated Claimant's investment, 

Respondent submits that, before turning to the quantification of damages, any damages 

should be reduced due to the contributory fault of the Claimant. 

125. International law recognizes that the concept of 'contributory fault' fits within the 

discussion on 'causation' and in particular on 'concurrent causes', as a circumstance 

reducing the amount of compensation
115

. 

 

126. The ILC Articles on State Responsibility recognized the relevance of contributory 

fault in the determination of reparation116. Article 39 'Contribution to the injury' provides 

as follows:  

'in the determination of reparation, account shall be taken of the contribution to the injury by 

willful or negligent action or omission of the injured State or any person or entity in relation 

to whom reparation is sought'. 

 

127. The ILC's Commentary on Article 39 refers to like concepts in national laws referred 

to as ''contributory negligence'', ''contributory fault'', ''faute de la victime'', etc. The 

common feature of all these national legal concepts is, of course, a fault by the claimant 

which has caused or contributed to the injury which is the subject-matter of the claim; and 

such a fault is synonymous with a form of culpability and not any act or omission falling 

short of such culpability.
117

 

128. Following the same line of argumentation as Yukos, the Respondent submits Tribunal 

has the authority to adjust the award of damages if a sufficient causal link existed 

between any willful or negligent act or omission of the Claimant and the loss that the 

Claimants suffered.
118

 

129. In that connection, the Tribunal in Yukos reduced the final amount to be awarded to 

Claimants by 25 % for contributory fault. In that case, the Tribunal considered Claimants 
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'a link in the causative chain' and 'should pay a price for Yukos' abuse of the low-tax 

regions by some of its trading entities (…) which contributed in a material way to the 

prejudice which they subsequently suffered at the hands of the Russian Federation'.
119

 

130. In MTD v. Chile, the arbitral tribunal found that the investor had contributed to its 

own injury by failing to undertake adequate 'due diligence' of its own, in order to 

investigate whether it would be able to obtain the various licenses and approvals needed 

for the investment to proceed. Accordingly, the Tribunal determined that the investor 

would bear 50 per cent of the damage it had suffered.120 In a similar vein, the Tribunal in 

Azurix v. Argentina explained that it reduced the amount of damages awarded because of 

the investor's unreasonable business decision.121 

131. The investor's unprofessional, careless and imprudent business conduct may also 

constitute a basis for rejecting a claim on its merits In Genin et. al. v. Estonia, the 

claimant's negligent and imprudent behavior was held to be the sole cause of the alleged 

injury, and thus the claim was denied. 122 Genin is not an isolated case. The doctrine of 

'contributory fault' has been applied in other cases such as Goetz
123

 and Occidental v. 

Ecuador
124

, apart from the above mentioned.  

132. In sum, arbitral practice demonstrates that tribunals do reduce compensation by taking 

into account claimant's unreasonable or imprudent conduct where they consider that the 

relevant action or omission has contributed to the injury.
125

 

B. Claimant has materially and significantly contributed to the damage suffered by its 

investments 

 

133. Respondent argues that Claimant has materially and significantly contributed to the 

damage suffered by its investments based on two grounds. Firstly, by the continued 

supply of weapons to Euroasia even Claimant should have known Euroasia's aim to 

annex Fairyland by direct military intervention if necessary (i). Second, by renewing the 

contract for the supply of weapons to Euroasia (ii). 
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i. The continued supply of weapons to Euroasia 

134. Claimant supplied weapons even after he should have known of Euroasia's intention 

to annex and intervene Fairyland by using the force. Given his connections with the 

Euroasian government officials, Claimant could have foreseen the events prior to the 

military intervention and illegal annexation of the territory of Fairyland in March 2014. 

Claimant was aware, or could have been aware due to his friendly ties with the Minister 

of Defence of Euroasia, of the intention of Euroasia to hold a referendum on the secession 

of Fairyland from Eastasia and its reunification with Euroasia. 

135. Actually, immediately after the referendum on the secession of Fairyland from 

Eastasia and its reunification with Euroasia in August 2013, the Claimant knew that the 

renewal of the contract for the supply of weapons would not help to maintain the stability 

and international peace in Fairyland. In this regards, when Claimant initiated negotiations 

for the renewal of the contract in February 2014, perfectly knew that he was not 

contributing to the political instability in the region of Fairyland by providing weapons to 

Euroasia. 

ii. The renewal of the contract for the supply of weapons to Euroasia 

136. Claimant has materially contributed to the damage suffered by his investment by 

renewing the contract for the supply of weapons with Euroasia. The Claimant could not 

argue that he did not know which was the political situation in Fairyland at the moment of 

negotiating and signing a new contract with the Ministry of Defense of Euroasia. The new 

contract was concluded after a long and public debate in Euroasia on the possibility of a 

military intervention, which actually took place one day after the signing of the contract. 

137. Claimant materially and significantly contributed to the damage suffered by its 

investments by supplying weapons to the government of Euroasia on a regular basis. 

Given the material, significant and foreseeable contribution to the damages generated, 

Respondent submits the amount of compensation should be reduced. 
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF 

 

 

Claimant respectfully requests this Tribunal to find that:  

i. This Tribunal has no jurisdiction over this dispute; 

ii. Respondent has not expropriated Claimant's investment; 

iii. Claimant has contributed to the damage suffered by its investments; and  

 

Respectfully submitted on 26 September 2016. 

- 

Team Koo 

On Behalf of Respondent, 

Peter Explosive 

 


